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”Sunne feels both active and safe”

”Sunne has a reputation of being good
for families with children, and it’s true.
We are happy, and we can see from
other people that it has become almost
trendy to live here. There are many
newcomers, and after having lived in
Oslo for a few years we like it here.”
Julia Nilsson, 31, grew up in Sunne.
Her partner, Cristian Engstrom, 32, is
from the Värmland village of Glava.
“It was really Cristian who thought
that we ought to move to Sunne - a
familiar place that was sufficiently
large. I was more sceptical about
moving back home, because the image
I had of the place was from when I was
a teenager. Obviously, your situation in
life and your needs are crucial for your
perceptions. I now think that Sunne
is great and has everything we need,”
said Julia.
They first lived together in Arvika.
Julia was studying to be a preschool
teacher in Karlstad and moved there
when Cristian started training as a
railway locomotive driver in Oslo.
”Cristian lived in Oslo for six years
and I was there for four years. I moved
after completing my studies. We lived
in the middle of the city and liked it
there, but when our daughter Saga was
born two years ago, it was important
for us that she should have a good
environment to grow up in. We wanted
to go back to our roots.”
So at the turn of the year they moved
to Sunne. Their house is high up in
Berghallagatan with a wonderful view
over the centre of town.
”We wanted a house, to have more
space, and so that Saga could play out
of doors. Now we want to stay here
and have stability for the family.”
Cristian commutes to work as a
locomotive driver in Kongsvinger, 230

Julia Nilsson, Cristian Engström, and daughter Saga, think Sunne is a lively, active, safe
place – perfect for an active family with children.

kilometres there and back.
”On average I am away four days
a week. It’s a long way. Of course, I
would love to be able to come home
in the evenings. Obviously, it would
be nice to get a job closer to home. I
play football; and some friends and
I run a Sunne Zorb Ball, where each
participant ”steps into” in a plastic
ball and then the game starts. It’s a fun
activity for groups of friends or various
events.”
Julia and Cristian appreciate the
frequent events that are arranged in
Sunne. They go to as many as they can.
There is always something happening,
especially during the summer.
”It’s really fun that there are so many
activities here. And we have some
friends who like to visit Selma Spa, so
that gives us some bonus visits, which
is nice,” said Cristian.

They like the small-town social
networks, where people are aware and
care about one another.
”Sunne feels secure - more affection
than in a big city, where you often feel
anonymous. My misgivings about
moving back – that it would be too
small here – have been groundless. At
the preschool where I work I meet many
new residents, and many children are
born here. It feels like a good mix of
new people and those who have lived
here longer,” said Julia.
The newsletter “Curious about
Sunne” reports news and current
events in Sunne. We publish three
to four issues each year. Would you
like to subscribe? Register at www.
sunne.se/nyfiken
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Integration is to ensure universal needs are met
Felix Egegren is the new Integration
Officer for the Municipality of Sunne.
His mission is to help refugees who
have been granted residence permits
integrate into the community.
”I want to make it easy for them to
assimilate in Sunne. They should all
feel secure and know what to do. I also
want Sunne residents to see our new
residents as an asset and resource.”
Felix’s work does not include the
initial period when refugees seek
asylum. The asylum phase is managed
by the Swedish Migration Board.
In the first phase, the Municipality
is responsible for arranging places for
children in preschool and school, doing
social work, and in some cases also
helping with housing issues if necessary.
When a refugee has been granted
a residence permit, the Swedish
Employment Service draws up a two
year establishment plan that the person
is expected to follow.
”Following the plan is comparable to
a job for the newly arrived person, and
payment of establishment compensation
is conditional on it being followed,”
explained Felix Egegren.
The establishment plan can include
SFI (Swedish for Immigrants), a 60 hour
civics course, and work experience.
The needs of the new residents in
Sweden are universal.

Global interest
in Sunne

Felix Egegren is the new Integration Officer
for the Municipality of Sunne. The 2015
Sunne National Day was celebrated with
the theme of equal value of every person.
Felix hopes to help new arrivals integrate
smoothly.

”They want to find housing and work
just like anyone else. They want to find
quick, simple ways to earn a living.
As trainees, for example, they have
the opportunity to meet people, learn
Swedish and see what they need to
supplement their education. It is a good
way to integrate.”
Learning Swedish is an important part
of integration. The Municipality’s SFI
(Swedish For Immigrants) takes care of
it. Having a goal of language learning
improves an individual’s motivation
significantly.
”It’s tough for many who have to wait
a long time, and with great uncertainty

Professor Yo Tsuchida of Nihon Fukushi
University in Osaka, Japan, works with
economic growth and social welfare.
He sees great potential for Sunne to
grow globally.
”There is a network of small
businesses here which are competitive
and are expanding, both nationally and The spirit of Sunne’s inhabitants and social
networks fascinated the Japanese professor. He
internationally. Each company has its visited Sunne for the fifth time in two years.
own network of customers worldwide.
It is impressive and unique,” said Yo Tsuchida has interviewed business
Tsuchida.
leaders to get an overview.
Sunne’s nature and unique narrative
”I have published a report in Japan
culture enable entrepreneurs find about how it is possible for a small
inspiration easily. Here there are place like Sunne to evolve as regards
links between businesses, schools, an economic, social, cultural and
BrobyGrafiska, Karlstad University, environmental perspective. There
national networks and business are good relationships between
customers worldwide. Professor Yo entrepreneurs here, and a good

about the future.”
The Municipality is obliged to
help obtain housing for those who
are assigned a placement in Sunne.
The instructions are issued by the
Swedish Employment Service, which
coordinates the work. Felix has the
task of coordinating the Municipality’s
actors.
”It is very difficult to find housing at
present. It would help if information
about all vacant apartments were
available in one place. I get tip-offs
about everyone who has something to
let. We badly need more apartments in
Sunne.”
Felix plans to review the structure
for integration comprehensively so
that everyone can clearly see how it
works. He will soon start with drop-in
reception at the Secure Centre, where
people can come and get social support
and help with various issues, and get
forms and fill them out, and more.
”Right now I am trying to find out
what opening hours suit most people.
And anyone with questions is also
welcome here.”
Many people are on the move as
refugees nowadays, and there is great
pressure on municipalities to accept
them.
”Everything is under strain. All
activities and the whole community
are affected. This is a special situation
where we have to help and roll up our
sleeves. I am sure that with a joint
effort we can handle it,” concluded
Felix Egegren.
The Swedish Migration Board has
signed an agreement with the owner
of the former Hotel Selma Lagerlof
for temporary accommodation for 350
asylum seekers. The Municipality of
Sunne has initiated a dialogue with the
Swedish Migration Board.
“We want to have good cooperation
and be well prepared, to enable it to
be good for everyone in Sunne and
for those who come here,” said Berit
Westergren, Municipal Director of
Sunne.
communication climate. It is so
interesting that I am now writing a book
about Sunne’s potential to develop.

